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Barbara Rizzi is an Italian ready to wear brand dedicated to the modern sophisticated and 
empowering woman, who is confident, lives a versatile lifestyle and is willing to take risks. 

Conceived in 2021, the Barbara Rizzi brand gives women a desirable range of ready to wear, 
versatile sartorial pieces, that celebrate the power and strength of femininity.

With hand-sewn intricate and delicate detailing at the core of each piece Barbara Rizzi of-
fers unique and comfortable fits exalting the female forms crafted with artisanal techniques 
in Italy.  Barbara Rizzi uses unexpected details and colors that communicate the courage to 

dare, making it the new amour for the modern self-reliant women. 

The brand is founded by entrepreneur Barbara Rizzi who was pushed by destiny into a po-
sition she had to fulfil, setting her passion for fashion on hold for many years. She came out 
stronger than ever learning the hard away all about standing up for herself and asserting her 

power in a male industrial world.

Bringing Barbara Rizzi to life is the beautiful celebration of all her learnings and her dream 
of uniting both her passion for fashion and her great support to women empowerement. 

B A R B A R A  R I Z Z I

Expression of longevity, luxury and mystery
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Rania long sleeves shirt green peackok feathers. 100% Georgette 
viscose.

Angelina green pants with peacock feathers in 3d. Matte and shiny cady 
82% triacetate 18% poly.

Angelina green jacket with removable collar peacock embroidery in 3d 
on the collar. Branded gree jewel button. Matte and shiny cady 82% 

triacetate 18% poly
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Julia  green turtleneck. Yarn 70% ws 30% silk

Liz green brocade shorts. 88% Polyester 
10% Metal 2% elasthan

Zeina green brocade jacket with branded green jewel button.

88% Polyester 12% metal - 98% lining polyester 
2% Elasthan 

Julia  green turtleneck. Yarn 70% ws 30% silk

Liz green brocade shorts. 88% Polyester 
10% Metal 2% elasthan 
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Liz green brocade shorts. 88% Polyester 
10% Metal 2% elasthan

Zeina green brocade jacket with branded green jewel button.

88% Polyester 12% metal - 98% lining polyester 
2% Elasthan
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Carla green brocade coat with green branded jewel button

88% Polyester 10% metal 2% elasthan

Branded green belt 100% leather 90cm / 120 cm 
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Rania long sleeves shirt yellow peackok feathers. 100% 
Georgette viscose.

Maya mustard pants and skirt. Cady 100% polyester skirt in 
100% georgette viscose.

Pipe in yellow peacock feathers 100% georgette 
Viscose.

Farhana printed green/yellow peacock branded 
kaftan. 100% Georgette viscose.
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Maya mustard pants and skirt. Cady 100% polyester 
skirt in 100% georgette viscose.

Pipe in yellow peacock feathers 100% 
Georgette viscose.

Maya mustard jacket with branded jewel green 
button. Cady 100% polyester 
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Sophia mustard jumpsuit with peacock feathers 
and logo embroidery in 3d. Cady 100% polyester.

Branded yellow belt 100% leather 90cm/120cm

Rania long sleeves shirt yellow peackok feathers. 100% 
Georgette viscose.

Maya mustard pants and skirt. Cady 100% polyester skirt in 
100% georgette viscose.

Pipe in yellow peacock feathers 100% georgette viscose.
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Anna pink jumpsuit with peacock feathers embroidery in 3d. Matte and 
shiny cady. 82% Triacetate 18% poly.

Jane pink jacket with peacock feathers embroidery in 3d.

Frange – matte and shiny cady. 82% Triacetate 18% polyester
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Coco pink top and skirt. Tulle 
feathers and paillettes

Branded lilac belt 100% leather 
90cm/120cm  

Valentina lilac tulle 
Brocade dress. 88% Polyester 

10% Metal 2% elasthan 
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Sara long sleeves shirt. 100% Crepe de chine silk

Sara lilac brocade pants.  88% Polyester 10% 
metal 2% elasthan

Branded lilac belt 100% leather 90cm/120cm

Julia fuchsia turtleneck. Yarn 70% ws 
30% silk

Coco pick skirt tulle feathers and pail-
lettes

Branded lilac belt 100% leather 
90cm/120cm
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Sophia fuchsia/green jumpsuit with peacock 
embroidery in 3d. Matte cady 100% polyester

Branded lilac belt 100% leather 90cm/120cm 
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Rania long sleeves shirt yellow peackok feathers. 100% Georgette 
viscose.

Jo purple jacket with removable collar and branded green jewel 
button. Matte cady 100% polyester

Jo purple pants. Matte and shiny cady 100% polyester

Benedetta purple dress with peacock 
Embroidey in 3d. Matte cady 100% polyester
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Benedetta copper dress with 
peacock embroidey in 3d. Matte 

cady 100% polyester 
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Coco black top and skirt. Tulle, feathers 
and paillettes

Coco grey top and skirt. Tulle, feathers 
and paillettes
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C O N T A C T

Barbara Rizzi

br@barbararizzi.com

Press

Contact@touriyahaoud.com


